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Overview

• Grexie Cloud: Transforming the Future of Cloud Computing.

• Mission: Revolutionize internet infrastructure with innovative 

technologies.

• Vision: Redefining how individuals and businesses experience and 

interact with the digital world.

• Core Values: Privacy, Decentralization, and User Empowerment.

• Overview of Grexie Cloud's flagship product, Sølid, and its role in 

decentralizing the internet.

Positioned at the intersection of cutting-edge technology and user-centric

design, with a commitment to providing scalable, secure, and versatile

cloud solutions Grexie Cloud's potential is to reshape the landscape of

cloud computing and internet services.



What needs changing on the internet?

The internet necessitates change to address pressing concerns of privacy 

infringements, centralized control, and security vulnerabilities. An overhaul is 

imperative to grant users greater autonomy over their data, safeguard against cyber 

threats, and foster a more equitable digital landscape. The shift should prioritize 

decentralization, empowering users and developers alike. A reimagined internet must 

prioritize transparency, user-centric design, and inclusivity, mitigating the digital 

divides and ensuring a secure, accessible, and innovative online experience. The call for 

change echoes the need for a transformative internet that aligns with evolving societal 

demands, placing individual rights and digital well-being at the forefront.
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Why do we create a new cloud product?

Empowering Individuals

By redefining the internet, we empower individuals to take control of their digital 
presence, ensuring autonomy over personal data.

Fostering Innovation

Our changes catalyze a wave of innovation, providing developers with a dynamic 
platform to create groundbreaking solutions and push the boundaries of what's 
possible online.

Democratizing Access

Through a more inclusive internet, we strive to bridge digital divides, democratizing 
access to information, opportunities, and collaborative spaces for users worldwide.

Ensuring Privacy

We champion privacy as a fundamental right, implementing measures that safeguard 
user data and redefine the standards for online privacy protection.

Decentralizing Control

Our initiatives aim to dismantle centralized control, promoting a more distributed and 
resilient digital infrastructure that empowers users and mitigates vulnerabilities.

Promoting Security

By addressing security vulnerabilities, we contribute to a safer online environment, 
protecting users from cyber threats and ensuring the integrity of their digital 
experiences.

Creating Digital Equality

Our changes work towards creating a digital landscape where all individuals, 
regardless of location or background, have equal access to opportunities and 
resources.

Enhancing Collaboration

Through collaborative tools and platforms, we foster global collaboration, enabling 
individuals and businesses to connect, share, and innovate on a scale never seen 
before.

Adapting to Modern Needs

We recognize the evolving needs of society and adapt the internet to meet these 
demands, ensuring it remains a dynamic force for positive change in an ever-changing 
world.

Building a Sustainable Future

Our efforts contribute to a sustainable digital future, where ethical practices, 
environmental consciousness, and social responsibility are integral to the fabric of the 
online world.



Mission
• Revolutionize internet infrastructure

• Innovate cloud technologies

• Enhance user experiences

Vision
• Redefine digital interactions

• Empower individuals and businesses

• Lead in decentralized computing

Synergy
• User-centric design

• Privacy-focused solutions

• Transformative cloud services



Market Opportunity



Grexie Cloud seizes a significant market opportunity by

revolutionizing internet infrastructure through an ingenious

blend of physical and digital technologies. This comprehensive

suite, featuring Sølid, Honeycomb, and Grexie Keebee, reshapes

traditional data-flow architectures, fostering a decentralized,

secure, and user-centric internet experience. By bridging the

gap between physical and digital realms, Grexie Cloud

empowers users globally, ensuring universal accessibility and

inclusivity. This not only addresses privacy and security concerns

but also unlocks vast potential for greater innovation from

developers, heralding a transformative era where the internet

becomes a collaborative playground for innovation and

empowerment across the planet.



Unique Value Proposition

Sølid: The innovative Node.js compatible runtime engine

Sølid is Grexie Cloud's groundbreaking runtime engine built on Golang and V8. We 

focus on its ability to decentralize the internet, providing a unique solution in the 

market.

Versatility Across Platforms

Unlike Node.js, Sølid is compatible with iOS, Android, macOS, Windows, and Linux, 

including embedded platforms such as the Raspberry Pi Nano running ARMv7 or later 

chipsets. This allows developers to create applications seamlessly across various 

platforms, reaching a broader audience.

Together: the social API of the future, combining decades of paradigms in social.

Together empowers developers to build their own social networks. It utilizes a shared 

user base, offering a ready-made community for new social networks, and primitives 

for authentication, access control, file storage as well as integrations into GPU-

powered AI platforms running Sølid.

Enhanced Privacy Measures

Since it’s infancy in 2010, Grexie has been committed to enhanced user experiences, 

delivering both privacy and security.  Sølid's capability to decrypt data on secured 

mobile devices, aligns with evolving privacy expectations.

Containerization Support and Workspaces Integration

Support for containerized workloads, enhancing deployment efficiency. Integration 

with Keebee Workspaces, streamlining productivity and bridging work and social 

experiences. Honeycomb leads to direct acquisition of users, through a service 

enhancing update engine.

User-Centric Design Philosophy

A focus on user empowerment and control over data, with a strong experience-led 

ethos. This aligns with the modern demand for personalized and user-centric digital 

experiences, particularly those focused on the Apple-led user-experience demand in 

the market.
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Sølid
The revolutionary runtime engine



The Future of 
Decentralized 
Computing

A revolutionary force in the world of

decentralized computing, Sølid is empowering

a decentralized future with Grexie's innovative

runtime engine.

Built on the foundations of V8, Google 

Chrome’s JavaScript engine, Sølid delivers a 

freshly remodelled, Node.js compatible 

runtime, built in Golang, for performance, and 

rapid application development.



Unleashing the Power of Sølid

Decentralization: Sølid has the ability to 
decentralize the internet and reshape 
how data is processed.

Versatility Across Platforms: 
Compatibility with iOS, Android, macOS, 
Windows, and Linux.

Efficient Traffic Distribution: Streamlining 
data flow using WebRTC, STUN and TURN 
for optimized performance.



Transformative Applications with Sølid

REAL-TIME COLLABORATION: SØLID
POWERS SEAMLESS COLLABORATION 

ACROSS DEVICES.

GLOBAL CONNECTIVITY: ENABLING 
APPLICATIONS TO CONNECT WITH ANY 

DATA CENTER WORLDWIDE.

CONTAINERIZED WORKLOADS: 
SUPPORTING EFFICIENT DEPLOYMENT IN 

CONTAINERIZED ENVIRONMENTS.



Partnering for a Decentralized Future

We welcome organisations to join the Open Source Together Consortium for collaborative decentralization efforts. With developer

partnerships, we are encouraging the wider ecosystem to explore and integrate Sølid into their applications.

Together, let's shape the future of decentralized computing with Sølid.



Grexie Cloud
Part I

The journey into decentralization



Transforming the internet with 
decentralization

Sølid and Grexie Hub are catalysts in revolutionizing 

traditional data-flow architectures, leading the charge to 

decentralize the internet. Sølid, a Node.js compatible runtime 

engine, optimizes and empowers decentralized computing, 

while Hub orchestrates traffic distribution, ensuring resilience 

and efficiency. Together, they redefine the digital landscape, 

providing users control over their data and offering 

developers an innovative playground to reshape the internet's 

architecture towards a decentralized and democratized 

future.

DECENTRALIZING 
DATA FLOW

ENHANCED 
SECURITY AND 

PRIVACY

IMPROVED 
SCALABILITY

GLOBAL 
ACCESSIBILITY

ENABLING PEER-
TO-PEER 

INTERACTIONS

RESILIENCE 
AGAINST FAILURES

ALIGNMENT WITH 
FUTURE INTERNET 

TRENDS



Platform Flexibility: 
Anywhere, Anytime
• Versatile platform compatibility

• Ubiquitous access to resources

• Consistent user experience

• Cross-device synchronization

• Enhanced user mobility

• Cloud services on your terms

• Scalable performance, anywhere, anytime
Grexie Cloud exemplifies unwavering commitment to platform flexibility, prioritizing 

seamless accessibility anytime, anywhere. This dedication ensures a user-centric 

experience transcending diverse devices and operating systems. By embracing universal 

accessibility, Grexie Cloud empowers users to engage with its services effortlessly, 

fostering a dynamic and inclusive digital environment. Whether on desktops, laptops, or 

mobile devices, across various operating systems, Grexie Cloud's flexibility stands as a 

testament to its mission of providing a versatile and user-friendly platform for individuals 

across the digital spectrum.



Security Measures: Privacy at the Core

Privacy at the core
ensuring confidentiality and trust.



Built-in container support

Grexie Cloud is built on virtualization technology, inherent to the operating systems of Windows macOS and Linux. 

Using the built-in virtualization platforms, Grexie Cloud, disentangles the borders between operating environments, 

and abstracts the need to integrate with each platform individually, providing an orchestration layer that spans the 

entire world.

Streamlined Deployment Processes: containerization, both in the native operating system, dockerized workloads, 

and V8 Isolates, streamlines the deployment process, allowing for faster and more consistent delivery of applications.

Isolation and Resource Efficiency: container isolation brings rewards to application developers, running massive 

compute operations at scale. By optimizing resource usage, containerization leads to improved performance and 

scalability.

Cross-Platform Compatibility: all platforms can operate individually, and in parallel, supporting macOS on Apple 

Hardware, and Linux and Windows on virtually every platform powered by Docker and QEMU, Hyper-V and 

Virtualzation frameworks. Applications run consistently across all environments, with no borders, minimum delay, 

and seamless integration between every part of the application runtime.



Sølid’s intelligent traffic management

Sølid and Hub orchestrate intelligent traffic management,

leveraging WebRTC and border nodes to create a global

network of interconnected routers. Sølid, a Node.js runtime

engine, harmonizes with WebRTC to establish secure

connections across the planet. Hub acts as the central

intelligence, distributing traffic seamlessly through border

nodes, transcending geographical barriers. This innovative

approach ensures efficient data flow from Tier 1 to Tier 2

internet connections. By connecting routers globally, Sølid and

Hub enhance geographical availability, introduce redundancy

for operational resilience, and create a dynamic infrastructure

that optimizes the internet's performance while maintaining

security and flexibility on a planetary scale.



Keebee
An online workspace for every community



Workspaces for a decentralized frontier

Grexie Keebee stands as the visionary cornerstone in the Grexie

ecosystem, delivering a revolutionary collaborative workspace

experience. Designed for seamless integration with Grexie Cloud,

Keebee empowers teams worldwide with a dynamic platform for

productivity, communication, and innovation. Its intuitive interface

facilitates real-time collaboration, while advanced features

streamline workflow management. Keebee not only enhances

team efficiency but also prioritizes user-friendly design, ensuring

accessibility across devices and operating systems. With an

unwavering commitment to simplicity and functionality, Grexie

Keebee redefines collaborative workspaces, offering a glimpse

into the future of interconnected, efficient, and empowering

digital work environments.



Collaboration makes working together easier

Collaborative Features

Real-time Editing Workspace

Document and File Sharing Interface

Full Developer Experience

Empowering Teams, Enhancing Productivity



Fully integrated into Grexie Cloud

The seamless integration of Keebee into Grexie Cloud marks a groundbreaking synergy, 

enabling V8 Isolates to inspect, modify, and serve documents from Keebee. This 

integration, orchestrated for the decentralized internet paradigm, finds its pinnacle in 

Honeycomb. Here, Keebee not only fosters collaborative workspaces but transforms 

into a dynamic hub for inspecting and modifying content, propelling the 

decentralization movement. Empowering V8 Isolates with this capability represents a 

visionary leap, positioning Grexie Cloud as a transformative force in reshaping how 

documents are served and modified, heralding a new era where collaboration and 

decentralization converge for a more innovative and empowered digital landscape.

“
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Exceptional user 
experience and flexibility
Keebee delivers an unparalleled user experience through its

connectivity options to decentralized applications, pioneering

seamless innovation. Users encounter an intuitive interface that

harmoniously integrates with Grexie Cloud's decentralization

framework. This connectivity empowers users to seamlessly

navigate and interact with decentralized applications, fostering a

fluid and intuitive experience. The collaborative workspaces

provided by Keebee become dynamic hubs for innovation,

promoting real-time collaboration and content modification. The

result is a user-centric environment where innovation thrives,

offering a glimpse into the future of digital collaboration where

decentralized applications seamlessly integrate with Keebee,

ensuring a continuous flow of user experience innovation.



Honeycomb
The warpdrive browser of the future



More than just a browser

Honeycomb transcends the conventional browser realm, emerging as a 

dynamic ecosystem that seamlessly integrates all services of Grexie Cloud, 

including the collaborative workspaces of Keebee. It goes beyond 

traditional browsing by becoming a gateway to a decentralized internet. 

Integrating Grexie Cloud's suite, Honeycomb transforms into a versatile 

platform, offering users a unified experience across collaborative 

workspaces, secure data management with Sølid, and innovative browsing 

with decentralized applications. This holistic integration, including Keebee, 

propels Honeycomb into a multifaceted tool, redefining the user's digital 

journey by providing a centralized point for diverse services within the 

Grexie ecosystem, ensuring a cohesive and comprehensive experience for 

users across the digital landscape.
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Elevating productivity in a mature market

Honeycomb disrupts the competitive landscape by championing 

decentralization, offering users unprecedented control over data 

privacy and security. In contrast to traditional browsers, it stands out 

as a user-centric alternative, mitigating risks associated with 

centralized control. The need for a decentralized browser arises from 

escalating concerns over data privacy and security breaches in 

mainstream options. Honeycomb's competitive edge lies in reshaping 

the digital experience, ensuring a secure, resilient, and user-centric 

browsing environment, aligning with the evolving demands of a 

privacy-conscious and decentralized internet era, setting it apart from 

the four leading browsers.



Grexie Cloud in every tab

Grexie’s innovative offering inside your desktop, powered by Grexie

Native, integrates seamlessly with the native APIs of the operating

system. This innovation allows applications streamed from the internet

to leverage the full spectrum of functionalities within your desktop

environment. Grexie Native optimizes user experiences by harnessing

the power of native APIs, ensuring a smooth and responsive interface for

applications. By bridging the gap between web-based and native

applications, Grexie redefines desktop interactivity, delivering a dynamic

and efficient user experience that blurs the lines between online and

offline functionality, setting a new standard for the convergence of

internet-streamed applications with your desktop environment.



Saving the internet with Honeycomb

Honeycomb emerges as the salvation of the internet by

catalyzing the dissolution of the corrupt Domain Name System

(DNS). Traditional DNS infrastructure faces financial corruption

from stakeholders, compromising integrity. Honeycomb liberates

the internet by disentangling from this corruption, offering a

decentralized alternative that prioritizes fairness and

transparency. As the vanguard of this transformative movement,

Honeycomb becomes the beacon of salvation, ensuring ethical

access to domain names and paving the way for a new era

where the internet thrives as an unbiased, secure, and user-

centric space, free from the financial taint that has plagued

traditional DNS structures.



Honeypot
Our holistic crypto-card solution



A honeypot for me

Privacy Enhancement: Grexie Honeypots are crafted to enhance user privacy within the crypto world, 

providing a secure and confidential environment for financial transactions.

Anonymized Transactions: Capable of transferring assets with a focus on anonymity, Honeypots 

facilitate transactions that prioritize user privacy and confidentiality.

Crypto Security: Integrated with Honeycomb, Honeypots leverage decentralized capabilities to 

bolster security measures, ensuring a protected and private experience for users engaged in crypto 

activities.

Controlled Financial Interactions: Honeypots serve as controlled environments for financial 

interactions, allowing users to engage in crypto transactions with enhanced privacy controls.

User-Centric Design: In line with Grexie's commitment to user-centric solutions, Honeypots 

contribute to a more private and secure user experience within the dynamic crypto landscape.





The honeypot protocol

The Honeypot Protocol is a cryptographic framework prioritizing

user privacy in financial transactions. Operating within the crypto

world, it enables anonymized asset transfers, ensuring heightened

confidentiality. Integrated with Honeycomb, the protocol leverages

decentralized capabilities for enhanced security. By providing

controlled and private financial interactions, the Honeypot Protocol

aligns with Grexie's commitment to a user-centric design, offering a

secure and confidential environment for users engaged in crypto

activities in a non-custodial manner.



Grexie Cloud
Part II

The need for revenue



Strategy for sustainable user success

User-Centric Design: Prioritize user experience with intuitive interfaces and 

user-friendly features across Grexie's products.

Innovative Marketing Campaigns: Deploy creative and engaging marketing 

strategies to reach diverse audiences and showcase the unique offerings of 

Grexie.

Community Building: Foster a vibrant user community, encouraging 

interaction, feedback, and collaboration to create a sense of belonging.

Educational Resources: Provide comprehensive guides, tutorials, and 

educational materials to empower users and encourage them to explore 

Grexie's suite.

Cross-Platform Compatibility: Ensure seamless integration and accessibility 

across various devices and operating systems for a broader user reach.

Strategic Partnerships: Collaborate with key players in the tech industry, 

forming alliances that enhance Grexie's visibility and user base.

Localized Content: Tailor content and features to regional preferences, 

ensuring a personalized experience that resonates with diverse global 

audiences.

Freemium Models: Offer free versions or trials of Grexie's products, enticing 

users to explore and later opt for premium features.

Continuous Innovation: Keep the user base engaged with regular updates, 

new features, and cutting-edge technologies that align with evolving user 

needs.

Data-Driven Optimization: Utilize analytics to understand user behavior, 

preferences, and pain points, enabling data-driven strategies for user growth 

and engagement.



Nurturing a sustainable revenue ecosystem

Subscription Services

Generate revenue through subscription models for premium features, offering users enhanced 

functionalities and access to advanced tools.

Enterprise Solutions

Provide tailored solutions for businesses and organizations, offering a range of services with scalable 

pricing based on the specific needs and size of the enterprise.

Strategic Partnerships and Consortium Memberships

Collaborate with strategic partners and consortium members, establishing revenue-sharing models 

for services, such as decentralized nodes, contributing to the decentralization of the internet.

Users are not charged, service providers are charged a fair rate



Money in my pocket
Service providers compensate users who offer their home computers for 
hosting through a revenue-sharing model, where a portion of the fees 
generated from utilizing these decentralized nodes is distributed to the 
hosting users. This compensation reflects the value contributed by users in 
expanding the decentralized infrastructure of the service. The more reliable 
and available a user's home computer is for hosting, the higher the potential 
earnings. This symbiotic relationship fosters a decentralized network of 
contributors, aligning incentives for both service providers and users, 
creating a dynamic ecosystem that benefits all participants.

Empowering the decentralized, peaceful, world.



Wisdom and Love is the foundation of our work

We place users at the center of our goals, not service providers

The provision we make for our customers, is for their usage of our 
network, not for ownership of our users

Everything we produce, is for a harmonious and peaceful society
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